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Roomers is a program of and published 
under the auspices of the Elwood/St Kilda 
Neighbourhood Learning Centre (ESNLC). 

The articles and artwork presented in this 
magazine do not necessarily represent the 

views of the auspicing organisation.

What is Roomers?

Almost all contributors to Roomers are residents or former residents of rooming houses, 
private hotels, public housing or supported residential services in the City of Port Phillip, 

which includes St Kilda, East St Kilda, South and Port Melbourne, Elwood, Albert Park and 
Middle Park. Roomers is distributed free to residents of rooming houses, private hotels, 

public housing and supported accommodation across the City of Port Phillip.  
It is also distributed to local cafes, community centres, libraries, laundromats,  

galleries, book stores and various places where people congregate.

The Roomers project recruits local writers, artists, photographers, journalists and 
cartoonists to work as mentors with contributors.

If you would like to become a contributor or mentor or a friend of Roomers,  
please contact Simone Jamieson on 9531 1954 or write to PO Box 57 Elwood 3184  

or send an email to Maryanne Lynch at: roomers@esnlc.com.au

No responsibility or liability will be accepted 
for any loss or damage which may result from 

inaccuracy or omission with respect to any  
of the material contained herein.

Roomers is a community arts  
project run by the Elwood St Kilda 
Neighbourhood Learning Centre.

Most of the back copies of Roomers  
are available on our website:  

roomers.org.au

We also have a blog, Bricks and Clicks –  
The Roomers Blog:  

theroomersblog.wordpress.com

Control is not possible
From the Editor

Artist: Tilda Lynch
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I am writing this between the end of Spring and the beginning  
of Summer.
I am writing this in a state of suspended animation.
I am writing this with a fervent desire to not mention the C word.
(Nor wax lyrical about the joys of knitting, or moan about masks.)

I am wondering why as a society we are so ruled by our own 
notions of time.
Measuring our life in teaspoons, as T.S. Eliot wrote.
When
instead
in any moment of any day
time can stop, or spin, or explode.

An unexpected death.
A glorious seduction.
Diving into the deep blue sea.
Gazing at the stars.
The miracle of a newborn baby as a living breathing miniature 
human.

Anger.
Joy.
Fear.
Passion.
Pride and prejudice.

All these and other more far-reaching moments such as a lying 
cheating “President of the Free World” opining on anything he 
feels like with a relish for orange-hued exaggeration, and a 
young woman from Sweden addressing the UN on climate 
change as well as quietly giving the finger to the aforesaid 
“statesman” by her deft use of social media.

(Look it up if you haven’t already seen it.)

I don’t think that the only things that are true about time are 
death and taxes. I think that love is enduring even if those  
we love are no longer with us. As Dawn French once said about 
coming to terms with loss, in this instance, the suicide of her 
father:

“To know that you existed in the world at the same time and 
they’re gone, but you’re OK because death doesn’t alter any  
of the love.”

Time is not a neat block of little squares on a calendar and a 
permanent marker.

Time does not always have a beginning, a middle and an end.

And indeed, in Shintoism (for instance) the past, the present 
and the future are always together.

“Time may wait for no man [sic!]” but time also invites us into 
the boundless possibility of being in the world.

And perhaps our best understanding of time might arise from 
our care for others rather than a fixation on ourselves and our 
fear of “running out of time”.

Or getting testy when time refuses to play by our rules.

Maryanne Lynch 
(Roomers facilitator, St Kilda resident and mother of two 
teenagers and a menagerie of other creatures)

All images in this issue are created by Vasileios Tsialtas.  
The theme was proposed by Justin Bergelin.
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He’s seventy, walks slowly,

breathes deeply, sits by the lake.

Mother duck and her brood glide toward.

He fingers the bag of bread

he’d crumbed after breakfast.

Mother duck quacks, ‘take it easy, mama’

he murmurs, ‘wait a bit’. Sun rays dapple the water.

He counts the ripples, one by one, notes the crosscut of the duck’s regatta,

her sole purpose now, to wait, not knowing the outcome.

He leans forward, one arm resting on his stick.

His hand grabs bread, he counts the ducklings, ten little blighters.

Throws the crumbs in an arc, mama ecstatic, her beak jackhammers,

her brood cheep, snatch at crumbs.

He sits back, wallows in the sunlight,

breathes out, recalls when a boy at a lake.

Watched his grandfather feed the ducks. The boy’s

heart raced with the speeding clock, mindful of

a million things, abundant life urged him on.

Now he‘s the grandfather, a smile forms at the curl of his lips.

Luxuriates in the measured way of things.

Time for another stroll; he stands. 

‘goodbye, maybe see you tomorrow’

he shyly whispers, then waves to mama.

Spasmodic Encounter 
Roderick Waller
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A web of beautiful fabric stretched out,

of embroidered pictures, illustrations of myths 

of mankind, not just pictures but myths themselves 

on a soft, glittering web, alive in variegated glowing red. 

I wept with joy, edges transparent, positioned in space,

down-treading movement of my feet in air.

Time has gone. I stood in the blue mist of space

while the globe turned. Deep, luminous, exciting black,

a night when the moon just below the horizon soon will rise

I was too sick and dizzy to look down, see the world turning.

Then I look. Time has gone, the whole history of man,

the long story of mankind present in what I see now.

A great soaring hymn of triumph and joy, in which pain

is a small counterpoint. Colours are melting, flowing

into each other, indescribably beautiful.

One beautiful glittering colour, 

a moment of unbearable happiness seems to swell up, 

so that everything bursts, explodes. I, suddenly standing

in peace, in silence, beneath me silence, the slowly turning world 

slowly dissolving, disintegrating, flying off

into fragments through space. The world gone, there was chaos.

A small voice said:

“somebody pulled a thread of the fabric”

and it all dissolved. I awoke joyful, elated.

My life had been twisted and painful. Now, happiness 

floods through me, like being flooded over with warm, 

glittering, blue water. I can’t believe it.

I say to myself: ’I am. This is me. And I’m happy.’

Possible Delicate Fugue  
of Mind Uncossetted
Roderick Waller
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Where Has All The Tab Gone?
Paul Harper

Sunny. UV (Moderate). Sunrise 6.22 Sunset 6.09.

Early fog followed by sunny skies. UV (Moderate). Sunrise 6.20 Sunset 6.10.

Showers late. More sun than cloud. Precipitation 50%. (Moderate). 6.18 & 6.11.

Rain showers. Mostly cloudy. Humidity 80%. (Low). 6.17 & 6.12.

Light showers. Cloudy. 1.6mm. (Low). 6.15 & 6.13.

Isolated thunderstorms late. Afternoon clouds. 25C. (Low). 6.14 & 6.14.

Isolated thunderstorms. Cloudy. 11kmh. (Moderate). 6.12 & 6.14.

Isolated thunderstorms. Broken clouds. 11.8mm. (Moderate). 6.11 & 6.15.

Isolated thunderstorms late. Increasing cloudiness. (Moderate). 6.09  & 6.16.

Isolated thunderstorms. Broken clouds. 16C. 8kmh. 2.0mm. (Moderate). 6.08 & 6.17.

Thursday. Morning clouds. (Moderate). 6.06 & 6.18.

Increasing cloudiness. 36 & 4%. (Moderate). 6.04 & 6.19.

Cloudy. (Moderate). 6.01 & 6.21.

Isolated thunderstorms. 14C. 20kmh. 79 & 58%. 2.7mm. (Moderate). 6.00 & 6.21. 

How was your experience?
Paul Harper

Ctrl
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Q

why were u born n what do u think happens after u die ?
pen,pal

A

Please write your own response here:

The Roomers Group

Q

1 Which culture does your favourite food derive from?

2 Would you be a superhero with or without a cape. Who would 
that be? And what would be your first mission?

3 If you could be an App on your phone, which one would you 
choose and why?

4 You’ve have been invited to perform in Drag, what stage 
name would you use?

Vasileios

A

1 My children and I often narrow this conundrum down to rice 
or bread. They both go for rice—and all the delicious dishes that 
combine with this, while I fancy myself on a hillside 
somewhere in Italy or Greece, with freshly baked bread, very 
pungent cheese, some greens just pulled from the garden and 
a half-litre of homemade wine. And with my beloved.

2 I cannot reveal my secret identity here—but it involves purple 
lycra and matching mascara.

3 Sleep the sleep of the innocent and always wake up on the 
right side of the bed.

4 Of course I know my Drag name!—first pet and first street—
Silver Thompson and is that a gun in your pocket or are you just 
pleased to see me? I picture myself with tassels and sequins 
and a big beehive and even bigger heels—and a very cute little 
plaited whip that sits on my hip just so. Haven’t you sighted me 
in the veggie section of Coles or Woolies or Aldi early on a 
Sunday morning in just this get-up, even if I’m looking a little bit 
“last night”? (But don’t ever tell me that.)

Maryanne

Q

1 What was the first movie you remember seeing at the cinema?

2 What do you like best about the Port Phillip area?

3 What’s your favourite month of the year and why?

4 Who was your favourite teacher and why?

Emma

A

1 I can’t remember the first movie I saw at the cinema. 

2 I like best the sea, the artistic folk/scene and street names 
named after writers and musicians etc.

3 I can’t choose a particular month because the weather keeps 
changing. But definitely when it’s sunny, a light breeze and the 
sea is really clear. 

4  I don’t have a favourite teacher from school or in my personal 
life. Maybe Mr Miyagi from The Karate Kid trilogy. Ha Ha Ha!

Justin

A

1 The first film I vividly remember in childhood is Star Wars. 
Close to its beginning all these different alien creatures appear 
at a party. There was nothing quite like it and kids competed to 
see who could watch Star Wars the most times in the cinema.

2 I like the libraries of Port Phillip. There I am sitting outside the 
South Melbourne library opposite the Town Hall. With cigarettes 
and coffee I notice that the Australian and Aboriginal flags are 
on level pegging. This pleases me. I’ve written a script and if I 
was to locate it, there’s no better place than South Melbourne 
with its wide roads and little congestion for an inner suburb.

3 September is my favourite month. If I stray too far from 
home, let’s say around Albert Park Lake, I sometimes get a bit 
panicky, but the blossom in my back streets signalling the 
beginning of Spring comforts me. It’s nice to take off the 
jumper I’ve worn throughout the Winter, embracing this season.

4 I was strong at Economics at school. My favourite teacher 
was called O’Hanlon, and he was nurturing and encouraging in 
this subject and after me winning the school prize expected 
great things for me in this discipline. I did end up with a degree 
In Economics from Monash University but I never worked in 
the field.

Anthony

Questions And Answers … From Roomers To Roomers
A creative wander through the highways and byways of our lives

As a superhero, I would be 
Wonderwoman and I would 
twirl around the whole 
dancefloor for everyone  
to see!!!!!! — Tanya
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Beginnings

The French flag encompasses 3 aspects of democracy.

Blue: Freedom

White: Equality

Red:  Fraternity

…

The snow fell on the Georgian buildings of a new city with 
people from all parts of the world. A young lady and her baby 
enter the GPO, its heart pulsing with a new rhythm. Standing 
by the telephone box in the GPO, she waits for her lover’s 
phone call. She places five euros in the teller’s hand and he 
watches her fret with a newborn baby by her side. The pram 
jams the doorway and she places a bottle in the baby’s mouth. 
The COVID pandemic has come and struck a nation’s euphoria. 
She enters the phone box and listens to the church bells, 
waiting in anticipation for the phone to ring. The cold wind hits 
the back of her neck as the autumn wind moves as she turns 
and looks at the baby’s face in the dark and dingy boxed room. 
The phone rings.

“Bing, Bing!”  She picks up the receiver.

“Hello” she says.

“Hello!” She hears her lover’s echo at the end of the line.

…

The morning light shone through the glass door and a blue 
prism stained her heart. Her body became warm as she 
listened to his breath in another place she could only dream of.

The line cut. She left and walked outside into the city’s streets. 
People were shopping everywhere  in the beginning of the 
Christmas sales. She saw a friend and greeted her.

“Ciao!” she said.

She pushed the pram into a shop at a nearby cafe and grabbed 
a magazine.

She walked to the Long Hall, her favourite haunt.

“A shandy, please!“ she said to the barman.

“No problem” he said.

“Slainte!” she smiled and looked into the mirrors at the hollow 
faces aligning the bar.

“Stanca!” she cried and the baby’s cheeks burned red.

Damage Control
Tanya Page

I have lived in Australia for many years and, over time, I became 
introduced to the most unusual fashion statement.

“The mullet”.

At Christmas my son told me he wanted “a mullet”. I was 
amused and found it strange in this unusual culture.

“The mullet”, I believe, is unique to the Australian way of life.  
It is a quirky custom.

A mullet: 
1. Haircut. Short at the front and long at the back. 
2. Mullet-head. Person of dubious intelligence.

The old man sat by the window, staring at the empty road and 
listening  to the silence. COVID-19 had struck the nation and 
“we are all in this together”. Slogans didn’t seem real as people 
tore through supermarket aisles for the “lockdown” on the tube.

His mind questioned this phenomenon. It couldn’t be real.  
It was like the end of the world.

The pubs were closed and the virus inhabited every living  
space on Earth. The radio, the TV, the supermarket, the 
factories, the choices.

An Introduction to the Mullet
Tanya Page 

Reprinted here with the full text, with apologies 
to Tanya for getting it wrong in the last issue
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There were six of me on my first day at prep. Six hands went 
up. I wasn’t the only one called Jack at this boys’ school.

Safety in numbers. Any Jack could stroll around the 
courtyard at what became a college, and there were those 
who wouldn’t encroach upon this space.

Spare a thought for the only Lorenz in prep. From German 
heritage, during his school years he was labelled a dirty Nazi 
and he told me he’d never recover.

Bruno’s there behind Lorenz but he did have friends, mainly 
Italians, but they were roasted over the coals for being wogs.

And what about little Chan at the front. The Asians spent a 
lot of their time in the library looking over the courtyard for 
Aussies like Jack.

So much for diversity at my school.

So Much for Diversity
Anthony Cheshire

They’re trying to subjugate us and a few individuals are 
trying to subjugate me.

I can’t go anywhere without being filmed. They want me to 
get Flybuys, to enter my location, Google is still advertising 
to me an item that I bought last week in a retail store. Why 
do they think I’m answerable to them?  I’ll do what I want. 
I’m in a position where I can surprise them while they 
browse my history and build the dossier.

They’re trying to subjugate us 
Emma Gell

He sent thousands of Aussies to death during WWI. 
We called each other mates,and in Turkey were 
massacred by a man who manipulated us like toy 
solders. In the end a revered PM in WWII who won the 
war and beat the Nazis. That’s how he’s remembered 
alongside that cigar, his heavy drinking, pill-popping  
and depression which he called his black dog. These 
luxuries mates mowed down will never know.

That Cigar
Anthony Cheshire
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The sun keeps breaking through the clouds

I watch out for those who operate under shrouds

Fall in love again and wish for just a kiss

Assemble your defiance to reclaim your bliss

Shelter those who are ravaged and alone

Deny those who leave no meat on the bone

She has finally found a way to express illicit

Wanted for fever and what’s explicit

I celebrate a time which I rebirth into now

It can only be a clown who understands how

Where do you draw the line that’s already been crossed?

They say he died for our sins but at what cost?

A struggling bee crossed my gentle path

So I pick him up and humour him with a laugh

Fondness of frolicking in the sea sets the tone

In this moment we shall never be alone

What do you seek?, surely what not makes you frown

A halo burns so majestically to be our new crown

So many have run away, stuck in photographs of the past

I truly wonder will I be the fool or the one who lasts?

I search myself so hard to find the forgiveness

Honestly I don’t know if I can live through this

To destroy or walk away from bitterness and harm

I recall that which has brought kindness and calm

Will you suffer or destroy yourself for your art?

Left proud but wanting and weak, alone in the dark

The real truth smiles and poses the question

Isn’t love now what you work for, so desecrate these desecrations

To live and love once is the illusion that keeps us chained

I remember when I was a boy loving watching cartoons (I still do)

I feel obliged to do my duty to be open-minded and free

But bring along those who will challenge me

I know what you care for, the most important sense, touch

But some in life can make this so damned rough

Let’s dance around the fire watching sparks rise in the dusk

What you realise is there is never enough (JOY)

Mercy’s Desire
Justin Bergelin

Who was my inspiration?
Was it my mother, Jimi Hendrix or Beethoven?

or the man I’ve been living with 
for forty years.

From my mother I inherited Female Instincts
olfactory heightened sense.

She always was able to smell a rat
memorably, the one that resided 

Inside a piano in the town of Eilat.

But Beethoven, Hendrix – where is the link?
Both invested their lives with instrumentations

and my mother endlessly listened.

– and the man, what did he mean?
He was a seeker. I was a teen.

His jeans were covered with dust
as he just returned from building fences 

on the Golan Heights
strumming his guitar.
Bob Dylan cacophony

resonated with neighbouring joint cigar.
He imagined music to be a religion

hollowed bamboo reeds 
and took them to the hills

ate fruits of the region
there were wild grapes, figs, olives and

nuts
Interweaving with flowing streams

and mountain creeks.
To drink from it was everybody’s right.

Free living?
When just below commented

a war mandate.

He taught me how to cook,
and prior to it to make a fire

where to find mushrooms in the valley
and mix black olives with salt
so it can be hung on a wire.

But unaware of the tension
and maybe due to

living on the fat of the land
life took its own fate.

Infused with the muse
Which was in Gallilee’s air

And fresh water
or within the idealistic

multicultural commune.

We didn’t even 
Have to roll

A rune.

Who was my inspiration?
Timna Kenny
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How about becoming a friend of Roomers?

For as little as $15 per year you can help Roomers keep going.  
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as 
a biannual magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops 

as well as creating and contributing to public performances and 
presentations. Friends of Roomers receive:

2 copies of Roomers posted annually 
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches 

A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly

Individual (low income): $15 per year  
Individual (cashed up): $25 per year 

Organisations and those folk who can  
stretch a bit further: $35 per year

ESNLC

Bendigo Bank
BSB 633-000
Account No 
147810758

And remember, for all of you who live here, we want your stories and 
poems and songs and articles and musings and photos and artwork.

And we want them now.

When you send your work in, please include your name and address so 
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can be 

anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.

Contact Simone Jamieson on 9531 1954 or  
write to PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send  

Maryanne Lynch an email: roomers@esnlc.com.au


